⬷⇑䙰忚➢慹 SPC
( ᶨ⭞㟡㒂攳㚤佌Ⲟ㱽⼳姣Ⅎㆸ䩳䘬㚱旸屔ả
審䌐䩳屯䓊䳬⎰℔⎠ )

㚱斄ġ
ĩŪĪ

伶⚳戨埴㤕偉䤐䌐䩳屯䓊䳬⎰⎗㍸ὃ䘬㕘偉ấ栆⇍烊ġ
⍲ġ
ĩŪŪĪġᶨ凔㚜㕘 ġ
䘬ġ
㛔℔⎠㖍㛇䁢 ĳıĲĸ ⸜ ĺ 㚰䘬ⓖ偉䪈䦳 ġ
ĩ㊱℞ᶵ㗪ᾖ妪ㆾ墄⃭Ī ġ
ĩ䴙䧙ˬⓖ偉䪈䦳 ˭Īġ
ġ
䘬ġ
ġ
䫔Ḽấ墄⃭ġ
ġ
ġ
2018 ⸜ 12 㚰

***
慵天㍸䣢烉㛔墄⃭ㅱ冯ⓖ偉䪈䦳⍲䚠斄䓊⑩屯㕁㤪天炷ℙ⎴㥳ㆸ㛔℔⎠⮵㕤 ℞䌐䩳屯䓊䳬
⎰䘬扟ⓖ㔯ẞ炸ᶨἝ 教嬨ˤ 昌朆㬌墄⃭⎎㚱妪㖶炻⏎⇯㛔墄⃭ℭ䓐娆婆⍲⫿⎍℟㚱⛐ⓖ
偉䪈䦳ᷕ䌚岎Ḱ侭䚠⎴䘬㵝佑 ˤġ 敋ᶳ⤪⮵㛔墄⃭⍲炾ㆾⓖ偉䪈䦳⍲炾ㆾ㚱 斄䓊⑩屯㕁㤪
天䘬ℏ⭡㚱ảỽ䔹⓷炻ㅱ⮳㯪 䌐䩳⮰㤕䘬屉⊁シ夳ˤ
㛔℔⎠⎬吋ḳ⯙ⓖ偉䪈䦳⍲㛔墄⃭庱屯㕁䘬㸾䡢⿏㈧㑼ℐ悐屔ả炻᷎ᶼ⛐ἄ↢ᶨ↯⎰䎮
㞍娊⼴䡢娵炻⯙℞㶙䞍⍲䡢ᾉ炻᷎䃉怢㺷㚫ἧảỽ昛徘䓊䓇婌⮶䘬ảỽ℞Ṿḳ⮎ˤ
昌朆ᶳ㔯⎎㚱妪㖶炻⏎⇯㛔墄⃭徘ᾖ妪⛯⌛㗪䓇㓰炻ᶼ昌朆㛔墄⃭⎎㚱ᾖ妪炻⏎⇯ⓖ偉
䪈䦳⮯䵕㊩⋩嵛㓰≃⍲ἄ䓐ˤ
***
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1. 㕘偉ấ栆⇍
1.1 勚㚜㕘ⓖ偉䪈䦳䫔ᶨ悐↮⤪ᶳ炻ẍ⍵㗈㕘⡆ I2 栆 (Ṣ㮹⸋) ⮵㰾偉ấ烉
-

㕤ⓖ偉䪈䦳䫔 8 枩ˬ1. ⭂佑˭ᶨ䭨ℏ䵲㍍ˬI 栆 偉ấ˭䘬⭂佑ᷳ⼴≈ℍẍᶳ㕘⭂佑烉
ˬˬ I2 栆偉ấ˭

-

㊯ὃ㨇㥳㈽屯侭㈽屯䘬 Ŋĳ 栆⇍⍫冯偉ˤ˭

㕤ⓖ偉䪈䦳䫔 9 枩ˬ1. ⭂佑˭ᶨ䭨ˬ㨇㥳㈽屯侭˭䘬⭂佑䫔Ḵ埴䵲㍍ˬI 栆˭䫱⫿
ᷳ⼴≈ℍˬˣI2 栆˭烊
㕤ⓖ偉 䪈䦳 䫔 29 枩ˬ6.1.1. 攳㇞堐㟤⍲娵 岤堐㟤 ˭ᶨ 䭨ᶳ䫔 ⚃㭝 䫔 Ḵ埴 䵲㍍ ˬ I
栆˭ᷳ⼴≈ℍˬˣI2 栆˭烊

-

㕤ⓖ偉 䪈䦳 䫔 32 枩ˬ6.2.1. 岾⚆堐㟤⍲廱 ㎃堐㟤 ˭ᶨ 䭨ᶳ䫔 Ḵ㭝 䫔Ḵ埴 䵲㍍ ˬ I
栆˭ᷳ⼴≈ℍˬˣI2 栆˭烊⍲

-

㕤ⓖ偉䪈䦳䫔 39 枩ˬ7.2.2.1 妰䬿㕡㱽˭ᶨ䭨ᶳ䵲㍍㧁柴ˬI 栆˭↮䭨ᷳ⼴≈ℍẍ
ᶳ㕘↮䭨烉
ˬI2栆
I2 栆偉ấ㭳枰㓗Ẁ堐䎦屣ˤ˭
1.2 勚㚜㕘ⓖ偉䪈䦳䫔Ḵ悐↮(D)⤪ᶳ炻ẍ⍵㗈伶 ⚳戨埴㤕偉䤐䌐䩳屯䓊䳬⎰
⎗㍸ὃ I2 栆 (Ṣ㮹⸋) ⮵㰾偉ấ烉
ⓖ偉䪈䦳
䫔Ḵ悐↮
(↮ 䭨 )

㧁柴

㚜㕘

D1.

➢慹䘬䈡⭂⭂佑

D2.

⎗ὃ㈽屯䘬栆⇍

㕤䚠斄栆⇍㶭╖䫔 ᶱ 㪬 ≈ℍ ˬI2 栆 (Ṣ㮹 ⸋ ) ⮵㰾偉
ấ ˭炻᷎㕤䚠ㅱ䫔⚃㪬≈ℍˬ㊯ I2 栆 (Ṣ㮹⸋) ⮵㰾
偉ấ炷ẍṢ㮹⸋妰₡炸ˤ˭
㕤栆⇍㶭╖≈ℍˬI2(Ṣ 㮹⸋ ) ⮵㰾 ˭ᶨ㪬ˤ

D2.

䳸䬿屐⸋

D6.0.4

栆⇍

⯙㕘⡆䘬 I2 栆 (Ṣ㮹⸋)⮵㰾偉ấ䚠ㅱ≈ℍˬṢ 㮹⸋˭
ᶨ㪬ˤ
㕤⎗ὃ㈽屯䘬栆⇍㶭╖≈ℍˬI2(Ṣ㮹 ⸋ )⮵㰾˭ˤ

D6.1

栆⇍

㕤⎗ὃ㈽屯䘬栆⇍㕘⡆ˬI2(Ṣ㮹 ⸋ )⮵㰾 ˭ᶨ㪬ˤ

D6.1.1
D6.1.2

㚨Ỷ⇅⥳㈽屯
柵
㚨Ỷ㊩偉柵

D6.1.6

℞⼴娵岤

≈ℍˬI2 栆 (Ṣ㮹⸋) ⮵㰾 — Ṣ㮹⸋ 2,000 叔⃫#炷ㆾ
ảỽ℞Ṿᷣ天屐⸋䘬䫱ῤ炸ˤ˭䁢㕘⡆䫔⚃㭝ˤ
≈ℍˬI2 栆 (Ṣ㮹⸋) ⮵㰾 — ᶵ怑䓐ˤ˭䁢㕘 ⡆䫔⚃
㭝ˤ
ẍᶳ㔯⍾ẋ䫔ᶱ㭝烉
ˬ㝸䈡⭂Ṍ㖻㖍 伶 ⚳ 戨 埴 㤕 偉 䤐 ➢ 慹 䘬偉ấ娵岤䓛婳⽭ 枰㕤
㚱斄Ṍ㖻㖍

伶⚳戨埴㤕偉䤐➢慹

⼴ᶱĩĴĪᾳ䆇㤕㖍 ᶨ 凔 ℏ炷⯙ẍ㷗

⃫娵岤侴妨炸ㆾ㕤㚱斄Ṍ㖻㖍 伶 ⚳ 戨 埴 㤕 偉 䤐 ➢ 慹 ⼴ḼĩĶ Īᾳ䆇
㤕㖍 ᶨ 凔 ℏ炷⯙ẍ伶⃫炾Ṣ㮹⸋娵岤侴妨炸ᶨἝ㍸ὃ㊱
2

䳸䬿⥍䔞䘬屯慹䘬⼊⺷㓗Ẁ䘬娵岤㫦枭炻㕡⎗ㆸ䁢
娵岤偉ấ䘬㚱㓰䓛婳ˤ˭
≈ℍ㕘ᶨ
↿烉 D5.15

Ṣ㮹⸋屐⸋⍲
㎃桐晒

Ṣ㮹⸋妰₡栆⇍ᷳ㈽屯侭⊁枰䔁シᶳ㔯ˤṢ㮹⸋ᷫ㍉
䓐ẍⶪ⟜ὃ㯪䁢➢䢶᷎⍫侫ᶨ䯫⫸⢾⸋䘬䭉䎮㴖≽
⋗䌯炻侴Ṣ㮹⸋崘⊊ᷫ⍿⇘㓧䫾㍏⇞䲬㜇ˤṢ 㮹⸋
℞Ṿᷣ天屐⸋⛐戨埴⎴㤕⢾⋗ⶪ⟜䘬㭷㖍ㆸṌ₡䌚
Ⅾ⛐ᷕ⚳Ṣ㮹戨埴℔ⶫ䘬ᷕ⣖⸛₡ᶲ句䘬䊡䨬㲊ⷭ
ℏ㴖≽ˤ䓙㕤⋗䌯⍿⇘㓧⹄㓧䫾⍲ⶪ⟜≃慷⼙ 枧炻Ṣ
㮹⸋℞Ṿ屐⸋炷⊭㊔伶⃫⍲㷗⃫炸䘬⋗䌯 ⚈侴⭡㖻
⍿⢾Ἦ⚈䳈䘬嬲≽⼙枧ˤ
朆Ṣ㮹⸋㛔ỵ㈽屯侭枰㈧㑼⢾⋗桐晒炻Ṏᶵᾅ嫱Ṣ㮹
⸋䘬₡ῤ㈽屯侭䘬➢䢶屐⸋炷ἳ⤪㷗⃫炸ᶵ㚫ᶳ
旵ˤṢ㮹⸋ᶨ㖎属ῤ炻㚱⎗傥⮵㈽屯侭㕤 伶⚳ 戨埴㤕
偉䤐➢慹䘬㈽屯䘬₡ῤ㥳ㆸᶵ⇑⼙枧ˤ
楁㷗暊ⱠṢ㮹⸋(ˬCNH˭)冯ᷕ⚳ℏ⛘⠫ℏṢ㮹⸋(ˬCNY˭)
晾Ⱄ⎴ᶨ䧖屐⸋炻Ữ⌣⛐ᶵ⎴ℤḺᶵ䚠斄侴ᶼ䌐䩳忳ἄ䘬
ⶪ⟜ᶲ屟岋炻ẍ农屟岋⋗䌯㚱ᶵ⎴ˤ⚈㬌炻CNH 䘬⋗䌯
㛒⽭冯 CNY 䚠⎴炻ℑ侭崘⊊Ṏ㛒⽭⎴ᶨ㕡⎹ˤˤCNH 冯
CNY 劍堐䎦↮㬏炻⎗傥㚫⮵㈽屯侭㥳ㆸᶵ⇑⼙枧ˤ
㬌⢾炻Ṣ㮹⸋䚖⇵᷎朆⎗冒䓙㎃屐⸋ˤṢ㮹 ⸋䘬ὃ
ㅱ⍲⮯⢾⸋㎃䁢Ṣ㮹⸋⛯⍿⇘ᷕ⚳ℏ⛘䔞⯨ 䘬⢾
⋗䭉⇞㓧䫾⍲旸⇞䲬㜇ˤṢ㮹⸋㳩≽⿏ㆾ㚫⚈䁢㓧⹄
䭉⇞⍲旸⇞侴ら⊾炻忁㚫⮵㈽屯侭⮯Ṣ㮹⸋㎃䁢℞
Ṿ屐⸋䘬傥≃ẍ⍲Ṣ㮹⸋㎃䌯㥳ㆸᶵ⇑⼙枧ˤ䓙㕤
Ṣ㮹⸋ᶵ⎗冒䓙㎃炻屐⸋㎃枰夾᷶Ṣ㮹⸋䔞㗪䘬
ὃㅱね㱩侴⭂ˤ⚈㬌炻⛐㍍䌚⣏慷岾⚆Ṣ㮹⸋ 妰₡栆
⇍天㯪䘬ね㱩ᶳ炻劍㈽屯䭉䎮Ṣ䡢⭂䔞㗪᷎䃉嵛⣈Ṣ
㮹⸋⎗ὃ伶⚳戨埴㤕偉䤐➢慹忚埴屐⸋㎃ẍἄ䳸
䬿䓐徼炻㈽屯䭉䎮Ṣ⎗ㄹ℞䳽⮵惴ね㪲㉤⼴⯙ảỽ岾
⚆Ṣ㮹⸋妰₡栆⇍䘬天㯪Ẁ㫦ˤ

≈ℍ㕘ᶨ
↿烉 D5.16

Ṣ㮹⸋栆⇍䚠
斄桐晒

㛔➢慹⮯㚫㍉䓐 CNH ⋗䌯Ἦ妰䬿Ṣ㮹⸋妰₡ 栆⇍䘬
₡ῤˤCNH ⋗䌯冯 CN Y ⋗䌯䚠㭼⎗傥⬀⛐㹊 ₡ㆾ㉀
嬻炻᷎⎗傥㚫⬀⛐栗叿屟岋ⶖ₡ˤ
㊱㬌妰䬿䘬Ṣ㮹⸋妰₡栆⇍₡ῤ⮯⍿㲊≽⼙枧ˤṢ㮹
⸋⋗䌯⎗⋯⎗嵴ˤᶵ傥ᾅ嫱Ṣ㮹⸋ᶵ㚫属ῤˤṢ㮹⸋
ᶨ㖎属ῤ炻⎗傥㚫⮵㈽屯侭㕤伶⚳戨埴㤕偉䤐➢慹Ṣ
㮹⸋妰₡栆⇍㊩㈽屯䘬₡ῤ㥳ㆸᶵ⇑⼙枧ˤ朆Ṣ㮹
⸋㛔ỵ炷ἳ⤪烉楁㷗炸㈽屯侭⛐㈽屯Ṣ㮹⸋妰 ₡栆⇍
㗪炻ㆾ枰⮯㷗⃫ㆾ℞Ṿ屐⸋ ㎃䁢Ṣ㮹⸋ˤ㈽ 屯侭℞
⼴Ṏ⎗傥枰⮯Ṣ㮹⸋岾⚆⼿㫦枭炷↢ⓖ㚱斄栆⇍㗪
㓞⍾侭炸㎃⚆㷗⃫ㆾ℞Ṿ屐⸋ˤ㈽屯侭⛐㬌䫱忶䦳
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ᷕ⮯㚫䓊䓇屐⸋㎃屣䓐炻劍Ṣ㮹⸋㷗⃫ㆾ娚䫱℞
Ṿ屐⸋属ῤ炻ㆾ㚫呁⍿嘏㎵ˤ᷎ ᶵᾅ嫱Ṣ㮹⸋ 䘬₡ῤ
㈽屯侭䘬➢䢶屐⸋炷ἳ⤪烉㷗⃫炸ᶵ㚫ᶳ旵ˤ
⯙⮵㰾Ṣ㮹⸋妰₡栆⇍侴妨炻㈽屯侭枰㈧㑼旬ⷞ䘬⮵
㰾屣䓐炻㫦柵⎗傥ᶵ⮷炻夾᷶䔞㗪ⶪ㱩侴⭂ˤ䁢⮵㰾侴
忳䓐䘬ⶍ℟䘬Ṍ㖻⮵ㇳᶨ㖎忽䲬炻⮵㰾Ṣ㮹⸋妰₡栆
⇍㈽屯侭ㆾ枰㈧⍿㛒⮵㰾䘬Ṣ㮹⸋屐⸋⋗桐晒ˤṎ
ᶵᾅ嫱⮵㰾䫾䔍⮯㚫⣷㓰ˤ
ℵ侭炻῀劍↢䎦Ṣ㮹⸋䚠斄㈽屯䘬屐⸋⍲炾ㆾ➢䢶
屐⸋⋯ῤ侴䚠斄㈽屯䘬₡ῤᶳ嵴䘬⯨朊炻⇯㈽屯侭
㊩Ṣ㮹⸋妰₡栆⇍䘬㈽屯䘬₡ῤㆾ㚫呁⍿柵⢾嘏㎵ˤ
⮵㰾Ṣ㮹⸋妰₡栆⇍㚫䚉≃⮯伶⚳戨埴㤕偉䤐➢慹
䘬➢䢶屐⸋冯Ṣ㮹⸋ἄ⮵㰾炻䚖㧁㗗Ẍ⮵㰾Ṣ㮹⸋妰
₡栆⇍䘬堐䎦冯伶⚳戨埴㤕偉䤐➢慹➢䢶屐⸋妰₡
䘬⎴䫱栆⇍䘬堐䎦䚳滲ˤ㬌䫾䔍⮯⯨旸⮵㰾Ṣ㮹⸋妰
₡栆⇍⍿よ㕤➢䢶屐⸋Ṣ㮹⸋⋯ῤ㗪ⷞἮ䘬㼃⛐
㓞䙲ˤ㚱斄⮵㰾桐晒䘬ᶨ凔屯㕁炻婳⍫教ⓖ偉 䪈䦳䫔
ᶨ悐↮䫔 4.10 䭨ˤ
D6.1.3

D6.1.9

⇅⥳㍸⏰䘤ⓖ
₡

≈ℍˬI2 栆 (Ṣ㮹⸋) ⮵㰾 — ᶵ怑䓐ˤ˭䁢㕘 ⡆䫔⚃
㭝ˤ
≈ℍˬI2 栆 (Ṣ㮹⸋) ⮵㰾烉ᶵ怑䓐ˤ˭䁢㕘 ⡆䫔ᶱ
㭝ˤ
㕘⡆ˬI2栆 (Ṣ㮹⸋) ⮵㰾烉㭷偉Ṣ㮹⸋100⃫ 炷ㆾả
ỽ℞Ṿᷣ天屐⸋䘬䫱ῤ炸˭ˤ

D6.2

栆⇍

㕤⎗ὃ㈽屯䘬栆⇍㶭╖≈ℍˬI2 栆 (Ṣ㮹⸋ ) ⮵㰾 ˭ˤ

D6.2.1

㚨Ỷ岾⚆柵

D6.3.2

廱㎃屣

D7.2

栆⇍

≈ℍˬI2 栆 (Ṣ㮹⸋) ⮵㰾 — ᶵ怑䓐ˤ˭䁢㕘 ⡆䫔⚃
㭝ˤ
㕤䫔ᶨ㭝⼴≈ℍˬI2栆 (Ṣ㮹⸋) ⮵㰾偉ấᶵ姕廱㎃
屣ˤ˭ˤ
㕤⎗ὃ㈽屯䘬栆⇍㶭╖≈ℍˬI2 栆 (Ṣ㮹⸋ ) ⮵㰾 ˭ˤ

D7.2

㳦〗㓧䫾

D9.1

䭉䎮屣
(㭷⸜屯䓊㶐ῤ
䘬䘦↮䌯)

D6.1.4

㚨Ỷ℞⼴㈽屯
柵
⇅⥳㓞屣

ẍˬ㛔℔⎠ᶵ㒔⯙I3栆ㆾI2栆 (Ṣ㮹⸋) ⮵㰾ἄ↢ảỽ
↮㳦ˤ˭⍾ẋ䫔ᶨ㭝ˤ
≈ℍˬI2栆 (Ṣ㮹⸋) ⮵㰾烉0.43%˭ἄ䁢㕘⡆䫔ᶱ㭝ˤ
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2. ᶨ凔㚜㕘
2.1. 䵲晐ⓖ偉䪈䦳䫔ᶨ悐↮䫔 3.2.16 㭝ᷳ⼴≈㍺ᶳ㔯䁢㕘䘬䫔 3.2.17 㭝烉
ˬ昌朆㛔ⓖ偉䪈䦳䫔Ḵ悐↮ㆾ㛔ⓖ偉䪈䦳ảỽ墄⃭⎎㚱姣㖶炻⏎⇯⎬䌐䩳屯䓊䳬⎰
⎒⎗䁢⮵㰾䚖䘬侴忳䓐埵䓇ⶍ℟炻侴枸㕁⎬䌐䩳屯䓊䳬⎰ᶵ㚫⚈䁢忳䓐埵䓇ⶍ℟侴
䓊䓇ảỽ㥻㠧ˤ⚈ῇ屠侴䓊䓇䘬枸㛇㚨檀㥻㠧ῇ屠㭼䌯庱㕤ᶲ㔯䫔 3.2.16 㭝ˤ˭
2.2. 㕤ⓖ偉䪈䦳䫔ᶨ悐↮䫔 6.4 䭨䘬䳸⯦≈㍺ᶳ㔯ἄ䁢㕘㭝句烉
ˬ㟡㒂攳㚤佌Ⲟ⍵㲿湹拊夷ἳ(2018 ⸜ᾖ妪䇰) (䴻ᶵ㗪ᾖ㓡⍲ᾖ妪)炻㛔℔⎠⽭枰⥼
ả冒䃞Ṣ㑼ả℞⍵㲿湹拊⎰夷ᷣảˣ㲿湹拊䓛⟙ᷣả⍲∗㲿湹拊䓛⟙ᷣả (ˬ⍵㲿
湹 拊ᷣả 借ỵ ˭)ˤ㛔℔⎠ 䡢ᾅ 思䄏攳 㚤 佌Ⲟ㱽⼳⥼ ả冒䃞 Ṣ㑼ả ⍵㲿湹拊 ᷣ
ả 借 ỵˤ ㈽ 屯侭 ⎗农 ↥ ⬷⇑ 屯 䓊䭉 䎮 (楁 㷗 ) 㚱旸 ℔ ⎠⍵ 㲿 湹拊 ᷣả ( ⛘ ⛨烉 楁 㷗 戭
搤䀋ⶴヶ忻 33 嘇⇑⚺ᶨ㛇 1 6 㦻炸ẍ⎹㈽屯䭉䎮Ṣ䳊⍾㚱斄⍵㲿湹拊ᷣả借ỵ䘬忚
ᶨ㬍屯㕁ˤ˭
2.3. 勚⯙㈽屯䭉䎮Ṣ吋ḳἄ↢ẍᶳᶨ凔㚜㕘烉
Ⅴㆧ㓷䌚⥼ả䁢㈽屯䭉䎮Ṣ䘬吋ḳ炻䓙 2018 ⸜ 9 㚰 1 0 㖍崟䓇㓰炻⚈㬌炻䓙 2018
⸜ 9 㚰 10 㖍崟炻ⓖ偉䪈䦳䫔ᶨ悐↮䫔 5.5 䭨䘬䳸⯦≈㍺ẍᶳ㚱斄Ⅴㆧ㓷䘬Ⰽ㬟烉
ˬⅤㆧ㓷 ȹ Ⅴ⤛⢓䁢⬷⇑屯䓊楁㷗䌐䩳吋ḳℤ⬷⇑屯䓊楁㷗吋ḳ㚫廬ᶳ⮑㟠⍲桐
晒⥼⒉㚫⍲埴䁢⮑㞍⥼⒉㚫ㆸ⒉ˤ
Ⅴ⤛⢓䁢 徨ẹ慹 ⮰⭞᷎ 㑩㚱崭 忶 40 ⸜䘬寸 埴 㤕䴻槿炻 㚦ả借 ⣂ᾳ㓧 ⹄悐攨 ˣ朆
㓧⹄㨇 㥳ˣ 崭⚳ ⭞䳬 ䷼ˣ⚳ 晃慹 圵㨇 㥳⍲ 嶐⚳ ẩ㤕ˤ Ⅴ⤛ ⢓䎦 䁢⣂ 攻⣂怲 䳬䷼⛐
䣦㚫ᾅ晄ˣ徨ẹ⍲㈽屯䫾䔍㕡朊䘬䌐䩳栏⓷ˤ
Ⅴ⤛⢓㚦㕤ᶾ䓴戨埴ả借14 ⸜炻㛇攻䌚⥼㑼ả䘬柀⮶借ỵ⊭㊔䣦㚫ᾅ晄悐攨䘬ℐ
䎫徨ẹ慹ᷣ䭉ˣẩ㤕夷∫⍲屯㸸䭉䎮悐攨䘬⛀昲屈屔Ṣˤ⤡Ṏ㚦㕤⣂攻℟柀⮶⛘
ỵ䘬⚳晃⿏㈽屯栏⓷℔⎠ả借炻㬟ả⣂ᾳ借⊁ˤ
Ⅴ⤛⢓㊩㚱⣂ΐ⣂⣏⬠䎮⬠⢓⬠ỵ炻᷎䁢≈㊧⣏䱦䬿ⷓ⬠㚫㚫⢓ˣ伶⚳䱦䬿⬠㚫㚫
⒉⍲伶⚳䱦䬿ⷓ⋼㚫㚫⢓ˤ˭

***
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Manulife Advanced Fund SPC
(an exempted segregated portfolio company incorporated
with limited liability under the laws of the Cayman Islands)

FIFTH SUPPLEMENT
to the
prospectus of the Company dated September 2017
(as amended or supplemented from time to time)
(altogether the “Prospectus”)
relating to
(i)

Availability of New Share Class in U.S. Bank Equity Segregated Portfolio;
and
(ii) General Updates

December 2018
***
IMPORTANT: This Supplement should be read in conjunction with the Prospectus and the relevant
product key fact statement(s) which together form the offering documents of the Company vis-à-vis
its Segregated Portfolio(s). Words and phrases used in this Supplement shall, unless otherwise
provided herein, have the same meanings as are ascribed to them in the Prospectus. If you are in any
doubt about the contents of this Supplement and/or the Prospectus and/or the relevant product key
fact statement(s), you should seek independent professional financial advice.
The Directors of the Company accept full responsibility for the accuracy of the information contained in the
Prospectus and this Supplement and confirm, having made all reasonable enquiries that to the best of their
knowledge and belief there are no other facts the omission of which would make any statement misleading.
Unless otherwise stated below, the amendments noted herein are effective immediately and unless
otherwise amended herein, the Prospectus remains in full force and effect.
***
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1. New Share Class
1.1 Part I of the Prospectus is updated to reflect the addition of Class I2 (RMB) Hedged Shares as
follows:
-

add the following new definition in Section 1. DEFINITIONS immediately after the definition of
“Class I Shares” on page 9 of the Prospectus:
“Class I2 Shares”

means the I2 Class Participating Shares for investment by
Institutional Investors only.

-

add “, Class I2” immediately after the words "Class I" in the 3rd line in the definition of
"Institutional Investor" in Section 1. DEFINITIONS on page 11 of the Prospectus.

-

add “, Class I2” immediately after “Class I” in the 4th line in the 4th paragraph under Section 6.1.1
Account Opening Forms and Subscription Forms on page 39 of the Prospectus;

-

add “, Class I2” immediately after “Class I” in the 4th line in the 2nd paragraph under Section 6.2.1
Redemption Forms or Switching Forms on page 42 of the Prospectus; and

-

add the following new sub-section immediately after the sub-section headed “I Class” under
Section 7.2.2.1 Calculation methodology on page 52 of the Prospectus:
“I2 Class
There is no performance fee payable in respect of Class I2 Shares.”

1.2 Part II (D) of the Prospectus is updated as follows to reflect the availability of Class I2 (RMB)
Hedged Shares in the U.S. Bank Equity Segregated Portfolio:
Part II of
the
Prospectus
(sub-section)

Heading

Update

D1.

Fund specific
definitions

In the 3rd column, add “Class I2 (RMB) Hedged Shares” to
the relevant list of Classes, and in the corresponding 4th
column add “means the Class I2 (RMB) Hedged Shares
denominated in RMB.”

D2.

Classes
Available for
Investment

Add an additional column “I2 (RMB) Hedged” to the list of
Classes.

D2.

Currency of
Denomination

Add an additional column “RMB” corresponding to the
additional Class I2 (RMB) Hedged Shares.

D6.0.4

Classes

Add “I2 (RMB) Hedged” to the list of available Classes.

D6.1

Classes

Add an additional column “I2 (RMB) Hedged” of available
Classes.

D6.1.1

Minimum Initial
Investment

Add “Class I2 (RMB) Hedged – RMB 20 million# (or the
equivalent in any other Major Currencies).” as a new 4th
paragraph.
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D6.1.2

Minimum
Holding

Add “Class I2 (RMB) Hedged – not applicable.” as a new 4th
paragraph.

D6.1.6

Subsequent
Subscription

Addition
of new
row:
D5.15

RMB currency
and conversion
risks

Replace the third paragraph with:
- “Applications for subscription of the Shares for a particular
Dealing Day U.S. Bank Equity Fund must be supported with
subscription monies settled on a cleared funds basis within
three (3) Business Days general after the relevant Dealing
Day U.S. Bank Equity Fund (in respect of subscriptions made in HKD)
or five (5) Business Days general after the relevant Dealing
Day U.S. Bank Equity Fund (in respect of subscriptions made in
USD/RMB) in order to be a valid application for subscription
of the Shares.”
Investors in RMB denominated Class(es) should note the
following. The RMB is subject to a managed floating
exchange rate based on market supply and demand with
reference to a basket of foreign currencies, and movement in
RMB is subject to policy control. The daily trading price of the
RMB against other major currencies in the interbank foreign
exchange market would be allowed to float within a narrow
band around the central parity published by the People’s Bank
of China. As the exchange rates are influenced by government
policy and market forces, the exchange rates for RMB against
other currencies, including USD and HKD, are susceptible to
movements based on external factors.
Non-RMB based investors are exposed to foreign exchange
risk and there is no guarantee that the value of RMB against
the investors’ base currencies (for example HKD) will not
depreciate. Any depreciation of RMB could adversely affect
the value of investor’s investment in the U.S. Bank Equity
Fund.
While offshore RMB in Hong Kong (CNH) and onshore RMB
in Mainland China (CNY) represent the same currency, they
are traded in different and separate markets which operate
independently and thus they trade at different rates. As such,
CNH does not necessarily have the same exchange rate and
may not move in the same direction as CNY. Any divergence
between CNH and CNY may adversely impact investors.
In addition, RMB is currently not a freely convertible
currency. The supply of RMB and the conversion of foreign
currency into RMB are subject to exchange control policies
and restrictions imposed by the Mainland China authorities.
Liquidity of RMB could deteriorate due to government
controls and restrictions which would adversely affect
investors’ ability to exchange RMB into other currencies as
well as the conversion rates of RMB. As RMB is not freely
convertible, currency conversion is subject to availability of
RMB at the relevant time. As such, in case of sizable
redemption requests for the RMB denominated Class(es) are
received, the Investment Manager has the absolute discretion
to delay any payment of redemption requests from the RMB
denominated Class(es) where it determines that there is not
sufficient RMB for currency conversion by the U.S. Bank
3

Equity Fund for settlement purpose.
Addition
of new
row:
D5.16

RMB class(es)
related
risk

When calculating the value of the RMB denominated
Class(es), CNH will be used. The CNH rate may be at a
premium or discount to the exchange rate for CNY and there
may be significant bid and offer spreads.
The value of the RMB denominated Class(es) thus calculated
will be subject to fluctuation. The exchange rate of RMB may
rise or fall. There can be no assurance that RMB will not be
subject to devaluation. Any devaluation of RMB could
adversely affect the value of investors’ investments in the
RMB denominated Class(es) of the U.S. Bank Equity Fund.
Non-RMB based (e.g. Hong Kong) investors may have to
convert HKD or other currencies into RMB when investing in
the RMB denominated Class(es). Subsequently, investors may
also have to convert the RMB redemption proceeds (received
when selling the relevant Class(es)) back to HKD or other
currencies. During these processes, investors will incur
currency conversion costs and may suffer losses in the event
that RMB depreciates against HKD or such other currencies
upon receipt of the RMB redemption proceeds. There is no
guarantee that the value of RMB against the investors’ base
currencies (e.g. HKD) will not depreciate.
For hedged RMB denominated Class(es), investors have to
bear the associated hedging costs which may be significant
depending on prevailing market conditions. If the
counterparties of the instruments used for hedging purpose
default, investors of the hedged RMB denominated Class(es)
may be exposed to RMB currency exchange risk on an
unhedged basis. Also there is no guarantee that the hedging
strategy will be effective.
Furthermore, under the scenario where RMB appreciates
against the currencies of the underlying investments and/or the
base currency, and the value of the underlying investments
decreased, the value of investors’ investments in RMB
denominated Class(es) may suffer additional losses.
Hedged RMB denominated Class(es) will hedge the U.S. Bank
Equity Fund’s base currency back to RMB, on a best effort
basis, with an objective to align the performance of the hedged
RMB denominated Class(es) to that of the equivalent Class
denominated in the U.S. Bank Equity Fund’s base currency.
This strategy will limit the hedged RMB denominated
Class(es) from benefiting from any potential gain resulting
from the appreciation of the base currency against RMB.
Please refer to Section 4.10 of Part I of the Prospectus for
general information relating to hedging risk.

D6.1.3

Minimum
Subsequent
Investment

Add “Class I2 (RMB) Hedged – not applicable.” as a new 4th
paragraph.

D6.1.4

Initial Charge

Add “For Class I2 (RMB) Hedged: not applicable.” as a new
3rd paragraph.
4

D6.1.9

Initial Offer
Price

Add “For Class I2 (RMB) Hedged: RMB 100 per Share (or the
equivalent in any other Major Currencies)”.

D6.2

Classes

Add “I2 (RMB) Hedged” to the list of available Classes.

D6.2.1

Minimum
Redemption
Amount

Add “Class I2 (RMB) Hedged – not applicable.” as a new 4th
paragraph.

D6.3.2

Switching
Charge

Add “For Class I2 (RMB) Hedged Shares, there is no
switching charge.” after the 1st paragraph.

D7.2

Classes

Add “I2 (RMB) Hedged” to the list of available Classes.

D7.2

Dividend policy

Replace the 1st paragraph with “It is not the intention of the
Company to make any distributions in respect of Class I3 or
Class I2 (RMB) Hedged.”

D9.1

Management
Fee (as a % p.a.
of the NAV)

Add “For Class I2 (RMB) Hedged : 0.43%” as a new 3rd
paragraph.
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2. General Updates
2.1 The following is hereby inserted as a new paragraph 3.2.17 immediately after paragraph 3.2.16 of
Part I of the Prospectus:
“Unless otherwise specified in Part II of this Prospectus or in any Supplement to this Prospectus,
the Segregated Portfolios may use derivatives for hedging purposes only, and the Segregated
Portfolio are not expected to incur any leverage arising from the use of derivatives. The expected
maximum level of leverage arising from borrowing is set out in paragraph 3.2.16 above.”
2.2 The following is hereby inserted as a new paragraph at the end of Section 6.4 of Part I of the
Prospectus:
“Pursuant to the Anti-Money Laundering Regulations (2018 Revision) of the Cayman Islands, as
amended and revised from time to time, the Company must designate natural persons to act as its
Anti-Money Laundering Compliance Officer, Money Laundering Reporting Officer and Deputy
Money Laundering Reporting Officer (the "AML Officer Roles"). The Company has ensured that
natural persons have been designated to perform the AML Officer Roles in accordance with
Cayman Islands law. Investors can obtain further information in respect of the AML Officer
Roles from the Investment Manager by writing to the AML Officer at Manulife Asset
Management (Hong Kong) Limited, 16/F, Lee Garden One, 33 Hysan Avenue, Causeway Bay,
Hong Kong.”
2.3 The following general update is hereby made with respect to the directors of the Investment
Manager:
Yvonne Sin was appointed as director of the Investment Manager with effect from 10 September
2018. Accordingly, the following biography of Yvonne Sin is inserted at the end of Section 5.5 of
Part I of the Prospectus, with effect from 10 September 2018:
“Yvonne Sin - Ms. Sin is an Independent Director of MAMHK and a member of the MAMHK
board of directors’ Audit and Risk Committee and Conduct Review Committee.
Ms. Sin is a pension expert with over 40 years of diversified experiences working with
governments, non-governmental organizations, supranational entities, international financial
institutions, and multinational corporations. She currently serves as an independent consultant for
a number of multilateral organizations on social security, retirement and investment strategies.
During Ms. Sin’s previous 14-year tenure at the World Bank, she was appointed to leadership
positions that included Head of Global Pensions of the Social Protection Unit, as well as Team
Leader of the Corporate Planning and Resource Management Unit. She has also served in a
variety of functions during prior engagements with various leading international investment
advisory and consulting firms.
Ms. Sin holds a Bachelor of Science degree from the University of Toronto, and is an Associate of
the Canadian Institute of Actuaries (ACIA), a Member of the American Academy of Actuaries
(MAAA) and an Associate of the Society of Actuaries (ASA).”
***
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